
TEXTIL
TEXTIL is a reinforcement made of 60 gr of non-woven polyester and punctured and
coated with polymers. It is used in the acyilik, polyurethanebitumen and waterproofing
systems.

ADVANTAGES
. Easy application
. Highly resistant
. Resistant to UV rays
. Increases cohesion of the membrane in polyurethane
waterproofing systems
. Continues to maintain the elasticity

APPLICATION

Is used as a reinforcement fabric in conjunction with the liquid-based polyurethane waterproofing membrane TEXPUR.
• It can be applied locally on wall and floor joints, in moving joints, cracks, drains or chimneys in siphons and hoses, etc.
• Repairs cracks before applying polyurethane based waterproofing membrane TEXPUR.
• Seals moving joints before applying the TEX PUR waterproofing membranes.
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INSTALLATION

Reinforce the waterproofing system with TEXTIL over the entire
surface to be waterproofed, or in areas with local problems such
as wall and floor joints, moving joints, cracks, drains, chimneys,
siphons, hoses, etc. When the waterproofing membrane is still
wet, apply the appropriately cut pieces of TEXTIL, press to
attach, and saturate again with sufficient waterproofing resin
Coverage :
If applied to the whole surface, an overlap of 5 to 10 cm
between fabric strips should be calculated.
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PACKAGING AND STORAGE
TEXTIL TEXTIL

Colour White White
Width (m) 0.2 1
Length (m) 50 50

Sqm/roll (sqm) 10 50
Weight/pallet (kg) 189 210
Rolls/pallet (UT) 315 70

Storage: In a dry place, free from moisture and heat, and if possible, horizontally.

TECHNICAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTIES UNIT TEST METHOD TEXTIL

Weight g/m2 ISO 9073-1 60
Thickness Mm ISO 9073-2 0.7

Tensile strength (L) N/5cm ISO 9073-3 65
Tensile strength (T) N/5cm ISO 9073-3 100

Elongation to break (L) % ISO 9073-3 78
Elongation to break (T) % ISO 9073-3 80
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